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Abstract
Advertising activities of firm in the affluent society of modern capitalist economy induce the 
consumer’s desire in demand of goods and services that has not existed ever in our society. Supply side 
produces its own demand in modern capitalist economy. Galbraith called this process of production 
“Dependence Effect” in his famous book, THE AFFLUENT SOCIETY(1960)．
The purpose of this paper is to set this “Dependence Effect” in the Keynesian models and to clarify 
the effect of “Dependence Effect” on the equilibrium rate of economic growth. The conclusion that 
“Dependence Effect” declines the equilibrium rate of economic growth. The affluent countries in the 
modern world have worked with the low rate of economic growth. “Dependence Effect” is one of the 
elements that have been able to decline the equilibrium rate of economic growth of developed countries.
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　Ｃ＝ a ＋ b (Ｙ−Ｚ2 )＋Ｚ2 （９） 
（記号） a ：基礎消費（定数）（ a ≻０）　









































































































　  ＝ １（１−ｂ）（１−α）ΔＩ











































































＝( １−ｂ)( １−α)σ （24）
（23）と（24）より，
G＊・Y＊ ＝ ( １−ｂ)( １−α)σ× a ＋Ｉ
−
（１–ｂ）（１–α）　
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11) １−{ｂ＋( １−ｂ)α}＝( １−ｂ)( １−α)> ０より，
{ｂ＋( １−ｂ)α}< １．
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